Introducing the Safe Pass System
Digital Signage

Protect your most valuable assets:

your people, your customers and physical space
▪ Recent events have reshaped the way businesses
handle personal safety. The Safe Space solution
brings businesses a non-contact thermal
temperature and safe pass solution that helps
business owners to keep their workforce and
customers safe.
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▪ The Safe Pass system is a no-contact, fever
inspection kiosk with advanced Analytics and facial
detection options. Combined with a mobile or kiosk
Q&A screening feature, adjacent digital signage
options, and an integrated badge printer, it makes
real-time temperature inspection easy, fast, and
remarkably accurate.

▪ The Android-based platform makes it easy to integrate and connect with other Cloud-based systems -- like
security locks. Use APIs for system integration to create alerts and other triggers to display on screen. Manage
multiple endpoints remotely to make login, configuration, and maintenance hassle free. The dashboard can be
accessed remotely, providing daily reports, trending, and alerts based on set KPI’s.
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▪ No-contact remote forehead
temperature inspection

▪ Connect and synchronize multiple
points of entry to a single, unified
dashboard

▪ When enabled, the engine creates
event logs according to any
compliance – and stored in
the Cloud

▪ Multi-point temperature: Stop,
Scan, View and Log instantly,
with output +/- 1 second
▪ Works by facial detection, with
or without mask
▪ If individual exceeds temperature
limits, notification can happen –
and delivered via email or SMS
▪ Works immediately after the
device is powered on

▪ Customizable to conform to
Safe Space, HR, Legal, Privacy
or other Corporate Compliance
requirements

▪ Other platform analytics, device
or access controls can be
integrated

▪ AI-enabled with rules engine so
it learns patterns, and can trigger
smart alerts

▪ Solution incorporates Remote
Device Management and
over-the-air update

▪ Dashboard provides daily reports,
trending, and alerts based on set
KPIs – and can be accessed
remotely

▪ Remote troubleshooting allows
hassle-free maintenance and
support though a SaaS model
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WE’RE READY TO HELP YOU RETURN TO THE WORKPLACE WITH CONFIDENCE
Contact our Safe Pass Team at (888) 323-3633 or info@cri.com

